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ABSTRACT 
This paper proposes to share home cooks’ skills to enhance other 
people’s experience of food while also benefit themselves socially 
and financially, with the help of modern web and mobile 
technologies.  

Food is everyone’s daily core business.  As a multicultural 
country, Australia has diverse ethic groups and 
roughly 200 languages which are spoken in Australian families.  
Accordingly, it has diverse food culture and cuisines. Many 
people often yearn for the great food of our neighbours.  

From the customer point of view, the ways we interact with food 
can be loosely classified by: 

1. Home made: we source -> we cook -> we enjoy 

2. Restaurant made: You source-> you menu -> we order -
> you cook in your place  -> we enjoy in your place 

3. Take away: You source-> you menu -> we order -> you 
cook in your place -> we enjoy in our place 

4. Home delivered ready made meals (cold or hot): Your 
menu -> you source -> you cook in your place -> we 
enjoy in our place  

5. Be my cook: Your menu -> we source -> you cook in 
our place -> we enjoy in our place 

The home-made food is most common, affordable and delicious.  
However, most urban people tend to be busy and under high work 
pressure. Furthermore, they may not have the skills to cook the 
yummy food that their neighbours have.   

Buying food made by others in another place are common in 
modern society.  However, these food are often more expensive 

than the home made ones. In addition, people often doubt the 
source and quality of the ingredients used in commercial kitchens 
or other people’s homes.   

The fifth option, having others to cook in the customers’ place, is 
preferred. With ‘we source’, we (customers) can buy the most 
suitable, seasonal, fresh produce from the source they trust. The 
ingredients do not have to be the best or cheapest, just fit for 
purpose and budget. With ‘you cook in our place’,  food is made 
at the customer’s own home with the customer’s own ingredients 
under the supervision of the customer, therefore it is more trust-
worthy, less expensive, and the customer can enjoy food and 
interact with family or friends in the comfortable, homey 
environment.   

With many years’ experience cooking delicious food to nourish 
their loved ones, many house cooks do know how to make 
yummy homey food. With the help of pervasive web and mobile 
technologies, it is possible for people to share their cooking skills 
with their neighbours or beyond. This can not only improve 
connections between neighbors, but can also have monetary 
benefits for home cooks. Despite the potential social and financial 
benefits, why people do or do not practice ‘you cook in my place’ 
is poorly understood.  

This research aims to investigate how to extend ‘you cook in my 
place’ to urban settings, especially in the multi-cultural context of 
Australia. We will quantitatively survey households from chosen 
urban areas to explore the attitudes towards ‘you cook in my 
place’, any drivers and barriers such as concerns about home 
security, privacy, cost etc,  and derive design implications for 
future digital platforms or policies.  
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